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ABSTRACT
We examine the effect of modeling a researcher’s past works in
recommending scholarly papers to the researcher. Our hypothesis
is that an author’s published works constitute a clean signal of the
latent interests of a researcher. A key part of our model is to enhance the profile derived directly from past works with information
coming from the past works’ referenced papers as well as papers
that cite the work. In our experiments, we differentiate between
junior researchers that have only published one paper and senior
researchers that have multiple publications. We show that filtering these sources of information is advantageous – when we additionally prune noisy citations, referenced papers and publication
history, we achieve statistically significant higher levels of recommendation accuracy.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Information filtering,
Search process; H.3.7 [Digital Libraries]: Systems issues, User
issues

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Human factors, Performance

Keywords
Digital library, Information retrieval, Recommendation, User modeling

1.

INTRODUCTION

Digital libraries (DLs) are entering a golden age: today, much of
the world’s new knowledge is now largely captured in digital form
and archived within a digital library system. However, these trends
also lead to information overload, where users find an overwhelming number of publications that match their search queries but are
largely irrelevant to their latent information needs.
To alleviate these problems, past researchers have focused their
attention on finding better ranking algorithms for paper search. In
particular, the PageRank algorithm [22] has been employed [34, 17,
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28] to induce a better global ranking of search results. A problem
with this approach is that it does not induce better rankings that are
personalized for the specific interests of the user.
To address this issue, digital libraries such as Elsevier1 , PubMed2 ,
SpringerLink3 all have systems that can send out email alerts or
provide RSS feeds on paper recommendations that match user interests. These systems make the DL more proactive, sending out
matched articles in a timely fashion. Unfortunately, these require
the user to state their interests explicitly, either in terms of categories or as saved searches, and take up valuable time on the part
of the user to set up.
We aim to address this problem by providing recommendation
results by using latent information about the user’s research interests that exists in their publication list. A researcher’s publication
list both a historical and current list of research interests and requires little to no effort on the part of the user to provide. The aim
of our work in this paper is to study and assess the effectiveness
of different models in representing this information in their user
profile. Our main contribution in this work is in developing the
whole model which accounts for information contained not only in
the papers that are published by an author, but also in papers that
are referenced by or that cite the author’s work. We extend this
paradigm in modeling candidate papers to recommend, enriching
their representation to also include their referenced work and works
that cite them. We show that modeling these contexts is crucial for
obtaining higher recommendation accuracy.
In performing analysis and evaluation, we differentiate between
junior researchers whom we define as only having published a single work, and senior researchers that have multiple publications
that span several years. We discuss these details in Section 3.1. As
junior researchers only have published a single work, we believe
that recommendation for this class of researchers is more difficult,
due to the limited amount of data available to construct their user
profile.
Other works have also differentiated their analysis of scholarly
paper recommendation by user experience. For example, Torres et
al. [36] investigated recommendation satisfaction according to two
types of researcher’s level, students (masters and PhD students) and
professionals (researchers and professors). However, their recommendation system modeled each researcher’s interest using only
one paper that the researcher must manually choose.
In our analysis of our basic model, we noted that certain references and cited works are not highly relevant in describing a target
paper. The content of such tangential papers causes the representation of the target paper to drift from its core topic. To further
improve recommendation accuracy, we tested methods to remove
the influence of such papers via pruning.
Similarly, we hypothesize that the set of topics represented by all
of a senior researcher papers is not representative of a researcher’s
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current interests. To further improve recommendation accuracy, we
also tested methods for placing a larger emphasis on recent publications in a researcher’s profile.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review related work on how to provide relevant search results in digital library systems. In Section 3, we detail our approach to recommendation using a user’s most recent publication. In Section 4, we
present an exhaustive analysis of different parameterizations of our
model and dissect the evaluation results in detail. Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary and directions for future work in
Section 5.

2.

RELATED WORK

Recommendation can be viewed as periodic searching of a digital library. As such, we first review work on document ranking
in DL search, with a special emphasis on the use of the PageRank
algorithm. We then review work on recommendation systems in
the environment of scholarly DLs, and conclude our review with a
discussion on the representations that have been used to construct
a robust user profile for use in recommendation.

2.1

Improving Ranking in Digital Libraries

The PageRank algorithm [22] simulates a user navigating the
Web at random, by choosing between jumping to a random page
with a certain probability (referred to as the damping factor d), and
following a random hyperlink. While this algorithm has been most
famously applied to improve ranking of Web search results, it has
also been applied to the digital library field in two ways: (1) in
improving the ranking of search results, and (2) in measuring the
importance of scholarly papers.

2.1.1 Ranking Search Results
Since the beginning of bibliometric analysis, scholars have been
measuring the count of other publications that refer to a particular author or work. This notion of citation count is widely used
in evaluating the importance of a paper because it has been shown
to strongly correlate with academic document impact [21]. The
Thomson Scientific ISI impact factor (ISI IF) is the representative
approach using citation count [10], which factors citation counts
with a moving window to calculate the impact of certain journals.
The advantages of citation count are (1) its simplicity of computation; and (2) that it is a proven method which has been used for
many years in scientometrics. However, citation counting has wellknown limitations: Citing papers with high impact and ones with
low impact are treated equally in standard citation counting.
In order to overcome the above shortcomings of impact factor,
Sun and Giles [34] noted that conference venues in computer science are a prime vehicle for impact calculation that are neglected
by the ISI impact factor. They proposed to remedy this problem by
incorporating the popularity factor to consider venue as an information cue and to reflect the influence of a publication venue. This
popularity factor is defined based on citation analysis of publication
venues and the PageRank algorithm.
When PageRank is introduced to scholarly papers, the rank of a
paper can decrease if the paper contains a large quantity of outgoing links. In some ways, this is counter-intuitive, as a wellreferenced paper may better contextualize its contributions with respect to existing work, and would thus be a mark of higher quality
work. Krapivin and Marchese [17] proposed “Focused PageRank”
algorithm to alleviate this problem. In their approach, a reader of an
article (referred to as a “focused surfer”) may follow the references
with different probabilities, so their random surfer model becomes
focused on some of the references in the article.
While PageRank can estimate authority of the article, one of its
problems is that it ranks articles based on the prior popularity (number of citations) or prior prestige (PageRank score). Therefore, recent articles always obtain lower scores. However, it is important
for researchers to be able to find such recent articles because they
can discover new research directions, solutions and approaches,
and digest new work that is relevant to their current interests. As

such, Sayyadi and Getoor [28] proposed “FutureRank” which computes the expected future PageRank, focusing on citation network
of scholarly papers.

2.1.2 Measuring the Importance of Scholarly Papers
PageRank has also been applied to measure the importance of
scholarly papers. Unlike the studies in Section 2.1.1, these works
define the importance of a paper among a certain given set.
The ISI Impact Factor is also flawed in that its rankings are biased towards popularity. In order to overcome this problem, Bollen
et al. [4] compared the rankings of journals obtained by the following approaches: (1) ISI Impact Factor, (2) weighted PageRank, and
(3) their contribution called Y -factor, that is a product of (1) and
(2). Journal ranking obtained by their Y -factor showed that the top
ranked journal closely matched personal perception of importance.
Chen et al. [7] applied the PageRank algorithm to the scientific citation networks. They found that some classical articles in
physics domain have a small quantity of citations but also a very
high PageRank. They called these papers scientific gems and concluded that existence of such gems is caused by the PageRank
model, which captures not only the total citation count but also the
rank of each of the citing papers.

2.2

Recommendation in Digital Libraries

Recommendation systems provide a promising approach to ranking scholarly papers according to a user’s interests. Such systems
are classified by their underlying method of recommendation.
Collaborative filtering [11, 26, 16] is one of the most successful
recommendation approaches that works by recommending items
to target users based on what other similar users have previously
preferred. This method has been used in e-commerce site such as
Amazon.com4 , Ebay5 and so on. However, it suffers from “coldstart problem,” in which it cannot generate accurate recommendations without enough initial ratings from users. Recent works alleviate this problem by introducing pseudo users that rate items [23]
and imputing estimated rating data using some imputation technique [39].
Content-based filtering [5, 2, 27] is also widely used in recommender systems. This approach provides recommendations by
comparing candidate item’s content representation with the target
user’s interest representation. This method has been applied mostly
in textual domains such as news recommendation [8] and hybrid
approaches with collaborative filtering [1, 2, 20].
We now examine recommendation systems in the field of scholarly digital libraries. McNee et al. [19] proposed an approach to
recommending citations using collaborative filtering. Their approach extended Referral Web [14] by exploring ways to directly
apply collaborative filtering to social networks that they term as
the “Citation Web,” a graph formed by the citations between research papers. This data can be mapped into a framework of collaborative filtering and used to overcome the cold-start problem.
Expanding this approach, Torres et al. [36] proposed a method for
recommending research papers by combining collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. However, the final ranking scheme
obtained by merging the output from collaborative filtering and
content-based filtering is not performed as the authors claim that
pure recommendation algorithms are not designed to receive input
from another recommender algorithm. Gori and Pucci [18] devised
a PageRank-based method for recommending research papers. But
in their approach, a user have to prepare initial set of relevant articles to get better recommendation, and the damping factor d that
affects the score of PageRank is not optimized. Yang et al. [40]
presented a recommendation system for scholarly papers that used
a ranking-oriented collaborative filtering approach. Although their
system overcomes the cold-start problem by utilizing implicit behaviors extracted from a user’s access logs, Web usage data are
noisy and not reliable generally as pointed out in [29]. In addition,
4
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their predefined criteria and parameters to select effective data are
not investigated in detail.
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Robust User Profile Construction in Recommendation Systems

We believe that for recommending scholarly papers, contentbased filtering is more appropriate, as scholarly papers are textual
data and provide a wealth of data to base recommendations on.
Content-based filtering is widely used in the field of Web information retrieval and focuses on constructing a robust user profile. Teevan et al. [12] proposed an approach to personalizing Web search
results based on implicit representations of each user’s long term
and short term interests, similar to [32]. However, in order to construct user profile, they utilize broad spectrum of sources such as
the user’s previously visited Web pages and email history. Since
this approach is holistic, it is difficult to capture each user’s interests from such broard sources. Kim et al. [15] proposed a method
for constructing a robust user profile by using frequent patterns obtained from the user’s click-history, in addition to a term weighting
scheme. However, frequent patterns are fixed features; as such,
this approach is not flexible enough to represent user interests. In
the context of content-based filtering, Chu and Park [8] proposed
a recommendation method for dynamic content (such as news) by
constructing user profiles using metadata captured from the user:
preferences regarding the user’s interest, demographics, and implicit interaction data.
Moreover, there are several works that represent user’s information need from long-term search history to improve retrieval accuracy. While Shen et al. [30] and Tan et al. [35] employed statistical
language modeling, in particular, the Kullback-Leibler divergence
retrieval model to represent a user’s information need, White et
al. [38] constructed user profiles with a small number of Web pages
preceding the current browsing page to recommend Web sites. As
well as [15] and [8] described above, these works used Web usage
data such as click-through history.
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PROPOSED METHOD

To sum up, systems employing PageRank have demonstrated improved ranking of search results. However, since PageRank is a
global ranking scheme, the user’s research interests are not considered in the ranking and the generated ranking is thus not customized
to the user. When we examined the commonalities of the recommendation systems described in Section 2.2, we note that they consider a user’s interests in only a limited sense, by virtue of using
metadata or collaborative filtering. Building a user profile derived
directly from user content is thus most relevant to our scenario.
However, as described in Section 2.3, the existing methods for constructing a robust user profile consider only click-through data for
Web page recommendation. We believe this method is possibly too
ephemeral for research interests, which are more long term in general. For scholarly paper recommendation, we should utilize the
textual nature of the papers themselves.
To address these shortcomings, we propose recommending papers based on an individual’s recent research interests as modeled
by a profile derived from their publication list. We hypothesize that
this will result in high recommendation accuracy as we believe that
a user’s research interests are reflected in their prior publications.
We first construct each researcher’s profile using their list of
previous publications, and then recommend papers by comparing
the profiles with the contents of candidate papers. Unlike research
studies described in the previous section, our approach is novel because it directly addresses each user’s research interest using their
publication history. A key aspect of our approach is that we include
contextual evidence about each paper in the form of its neighboring
papers: the papers that cite the target paper (we term these citation
papers) and papers referenced by the target paper (reference papers). While the use of contextual information from neighbors is
not new – it has also been successfully applied to the problems of
Web page representation [33], Web page classification [25], spam
detection [6] – to the best of our knowledge, it has not been utilized
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Figure 1: System overview.
in scholarly paper recommendation. An additional desirable property of our approach is that it is domain-independent. Its simple
requirement is that contextual information from such neighboring
publications needs to be accessible.
Figure 1 shows an overview of our approach. (1) We first construct a user profile P user from a researcher’s list of published
p
papers; (2) then construct feature vectors F recj (j = 1, · · · , t)
for candidate papers to recommend; (3) compute cosine similarity
p
p
Sim(P user , F recj ) between P user and F recj (j = 1, · · · , t),
and recommend papers with high similarity. In the following, we
describe how to construct the user profile P user and feature vectors
p
F recj (j = 1, · · · , t) used in the first two steps.

3.1

User Profile Construction

We first divide researchers into (i) junior researchers, and (ii)
senior researchers. This is because the two types of researchers’
publication lists exhibit different properties. We define junior researchers as having only one recently published paper, which has
yet to attract any citations (i.e., no citation papers). Senior researchers differ in having multiple past publications, where their
past publications may have attracted citations. This is shown graphically in Figures 2 and 3.
Our representations of the user profile are based on foundation
of a paper represented as a feature vector. For each paper p on the
publication list of a researcher, we transform p into a feature vector
f p as follows:
f p = (wtp1 , wtp2 , · · · , wtpm ),
(1)
where m is the number of distinct terms in the paper, and tk (k =
1, 2, · · · , m) denotes each term. Using term frequency (TF), we
also define each element wtpk of f p in Equation (1) as follows:
tf (tk , p)
wtpk = Pm
,
s=1 tf (ts , p)
where tf (tk , p) is the frequency of term tk in a paper p. We prefer TF rather than adopting the standard TF-IDF scheme [9], as
the small number of papers in a researcher’s publication list may
adversely affect the IDF score calculation.
Based on the set of feature vectors f p , we can then construct
the user profiles for junior researchers, and senior researchers by
using the relations between each researcher’s published paper and
its citation and reference papers.
In our framework, we assign weights to modify the influence of
citation and reference papers. Let W pu→v be the multiplicative
coefficient used to integrate the target paper v with a source paper
u. We explore the following three different weighting schemes for
this framework.
(W1) Linear combination (LC)
This baseline weighting scheme simply combines papers u and v.
In other words, we define W pu→v as follows:
W pu→v = 1.

(2)

This method treats each neighboring paper v on a parity with the
researcher’s own paper u.
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Figure 2: Publication list by junior researchers.
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(W2) Cosine Similarity (SIM)
Here we employ the cosine similarity between papers u and v as
the weighting scheme. Applying Equation (1), let f u and f v be
feature vector of papers u and v, respectively. Then the similarity
sim(f u , f v ) between these two feature vectors is computed by
Equation (3), and we use sim(f u , f v ) as W pu→v .
fu · fv
W pu→v = sim(f u , f v ) = u
.
(3)
|f | · |f v |
This approach strengthens the signal from a researcher’s paper u
by emphasizing papers that are more similar among its citation and
reference papers.
(W3) Reciprocal of the difference between published years (RPY)
We focus on the publication year of papers u and v, and use the
reciprocal of the difference between these two years. Let the published year of papers u and v be Yu and Yv (Yu ≥ Yv ), respectively.
Then, the weight W pu→v is defined as follows:
1
W pu→v =
,
(4)
(Yu − Yv ) + c
where c is a positive constant to prevent the value of W pu→v from
being extremely large when Yu and Yv are the same published year.
We set the value of c to 0.9. This scheme assigns larger weights
to newer papers and smaller weights to older papers, to favor the
representation of papers published close together temporally.
With weighting schemes now defined, we can construct user profiles for the two classes of researchers.
User Profile for Junior Researchers
As shown in Figure 2, junior researchers have only one paper p1
that is most recently published (e.g., ’10). The paper p1 has reference papers p1→refy (y = 1, · · · , l) (published older than ’10).
However, there are no papers that cite the paper p1 because p1 is
just published recently. Therefore, the weights are only applicable
to reference papers. In terms of that, user profile P user is defined
as follows:
l
X
(5)
P user = f p1 +
W p1→refy f p1→refy ,

Figure 3: Publication lists by senior researchers.
of the most recent paper pn , each past published paper pi may be
cited by other papers pcx →pi (x = 1, · · · , k). In addition, each paper pi has reference papers. Therefore, we first construct the feature
vector F pi for each paper pi , using its feature vectors for citation
papers f pcx →pi and their weights W pcx →pi , and its feature vectors for reference papers f pi→refy and their weights W pi→refy , as
follows:
k
X
F pi = f p i +
W pcx →pi f pcx →pi
x=1

+

l
X

W pi→refy f pi→refy .

(6)

y=1

Then, using Equation (6), the user profile P user for a senior researcher is defined as follows:
P user

=

=

W pn→1 F p1 + W pn→2 F p2
+ · · · + W pn→n−1 F n−1 + F pn
n−1
X p
W n→z F pz + F pn ,

(7)

z=1

where W pn→z (z = 1, · · · , n − 1) denotes each weight assigned
to paper pn→z computed on the basis of the most recent paper pn ,
defined by a choice among (W1) to (W3).
As these researchers have multiple prior publications, we also
employ an additional forgetting factor (W4) that gives a larger weight
(close to 1) to more recent papers and smaller weight (close to 0)
to older papers, under the assumption that a user’s research interest
gradually decays as years pass.
(W4) Forgetting factor (FF)
Let γ (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) and d be defined as a forgetting coefficient
and the difference between the published year of the most recent
paper and previously published papers, respectively. Then, the
weight W pn→z in this scheme is defined as follows:
W pn→z = e−γ·d .

(8)

y=1

where W p1→refy (y = 1, · · · , l) denotes each weight assigned to
paper p1→refy computed on the basis of paper p1 , defined by a
choice among (W1) to (W3).
User Profile for Senior Researchers
As shown in Figure 3, senior researchers have several published papers pi (i = 1, · · · , n −1) in the past (e.g., ’02, ’03, · · · ) as well as
the most recently published paper pn (e.g., ’10). With the exception

3.2 Feature Vector Construction for Candidate
Papers
Unlike the TF representation of papers used in the user profile,
we employ TF-IDF [9] for the calculation of the feature vector
prec
f
of a candidate paper prec to be considered for recommendation. Identical to Equation (1), we first define the feature vector
f prec of prec as follows:
rec
),
f prec = (wtp1rec , wtp2rec , · · · , wtpm

(9)

where m is the number of distinct terms in the paper, and tk (k =
1, 2, · · · , m) denotes each term. Using TF-IDF, each element wtpkrec
of f prec in Equation (9) is defined as follows:
tf (tk , prec )
N
wtpkrec = Pm
· log
,
tf
(t
,
p
)
df
(tk )
s
rec
s=1
where tf (tk , prec ) is the frequency of term tk in the target paper p,
N is the total number of papers to recommend in the collection, and
df (tk ) is the number of papers in which term tk appears. We favor
TF-IDF here rather than pure TF for candidate papers, as the pool
for candidate papers is usually much larger. In our experiments
as we describe later in Section 4.1, our candidate paper base consists of several hundreds of papers, making IDF more reliable and
consistent. Critically, our dataset also contains clean citation information that allows us to construct correct citation and reference
papers. Therefore, we also use this information to characterize a
candidate paper better and obtain high recommendation accuracy:
Let F prec be the feature vector for paper to recommend, as well as
Equation (6), this is denoted as follows:
k
X
F prec = f prec +
W pcx →prec f pcx →prec
x=1

+

l
X

W prec→refy f prec→refy .

(10)

y=1

where pcx →prec (x = 1, · · · , k) and prec→refy (y = 1, · · · , l)
denote papers that cite prec and papers that prec refers, respectively.

3.3

Recommendation of Papers

Using the user profile defined by Equation (5) or (7), and feature
vector for the candidate paper to recommend defined by Equation
(10), our system computes similarity sim(P user , F prec ) between
P user and F prec by Equation (11):
sim(P user , F prec ) =

prec

P user · F
,
|P user | · |F prec |

(11)

and ranks the set of candidate papers in order of decreasing similarity. While technically a ranking function, we can consider the
top n papers as recommended to the user, where n could be set to
5 or 10.

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Experimental Data
We use the single publication of 15 junior researchers, and publication lists of 13 senior researchers who have been engaged in natural language processing and information retrieval, and have publication lists in DBLP6 . As DBLP lists many important venues in
computer science, we believe that a researcher’s DBLP list is representative of their main interests.
Junior researchers published their papers in 2008 or 2009. We
construct the user profile for each researcher using their respective
publication list in DBLP. Table 1 shows the statistics about these researchers. Since we focus on recommending scientific paper only,
we removed references to Web sites, books, and other URLs for
our experiments.
The candidate papers to recommend is the ACL Anthology Reference Corpus (ACL ARC)7 [3]. The ACL ARC is constructed
from a significant subset of the ACL Anthology8 , a digital archive
of conference and journal papers in natural language processing
and computational linguistics. The ACL ARC consists of 10,921
articles from the February 2007 snapshot of the ACL Anthology.

Table 1: Some statistics about junior and senior researchers.
Number of subjects
Average number of DBLP papers
Average number of relevant papers
in ACL’00-’06
Average number of citation papers
Average number of reference papers

Junior
researchers
15
1.3
28.6

Senior
researchers
13
9.5
38.7

0
18.7 (max. 29)

10.5 (max. 199)
19.4 (max. 79)

Among them, we selected 597 full papers published in ACL 20002006. We asked each of junior and senior researchers to mark papers relevant to their recent research interest. This corpus features
information about citation and reference papers for each paper. We
use this information to construct feature vectors for these papers
as described in Section 3.2. Stop words9 are eliminated from each
user’s publication list and from the candidate papers to recommend.
Stemming was performed using Porter Stemmer for English10 [24].

4.2 Evaluation Measure
As in standard information retrieval (IR), the top ranked documents are the most important to get correct, since users check these
ranks more often. To properly account for this effect, we employ
IR evaluation measures: (1) normalized discounted cumulative gain
(NDCG) [13], and (2) mean reciprocal rank (MRR) [37].

4.2.1 Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)
Discounted cumulative gain (DCG) is a measure that gives more
weight to highly ranked documents and incorporates different relevance levels (relevant, and irrelevant) through different gain values.
(
G(1)
if i = 1
DCG(i) =
G(i)
DCG(i − 1) + log(i)
otherwise,
where i denotes the ith ranked position. In our work, the relevance
level depends on just a binary notion of relevance: whether recommended papers are relevant or not to the user. We use G(i) = 1 for
relevant search results and G(i) = 0 for irrelevant search results.
The average normalized DCG over all users is selected to show the
accuracy of recommendation. As a typical recommendation system will just recommend a few items, we are only concerned about
whether the top ranked results are relevant or not. Therefore, in
this work, we use NDCG@N (N = 5, 10) for evaluation where
N is the number of top-N papers recommended by our proposed
approaches.

4.2.2 Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) indicates where in the ranking the
first relevant item is returned by the system, averaged over all users.
This measure provides insight in the ability of the system to return
a relevant item at the top of the ranking.

4.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we show our experimental results for junior researchers and senior researchers. In the following, we denote citaion
and reference papers as “C” and “R,” respectively. In our experiments, we construct feature vectors for the candidate papers to recommend using the target paper only (ACL ARC paper, denoted as
AP), the target paper and its citation papers (denoted as AP+C),
the target paper and its reference papers (AP+R), and the target paper and both citation and reference papers (AP+C+R) defined by
Equation (10). We also compare our proposed approach with ranking results obtained by the standard PageRank algorithm, which
computes a global notion of importance of a scholarly paper.
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We evaluate the recommendation accuracy of our approach using
these feature vectors for candidate papers and user profile described
in the following.

4.3.1

Junior Researchers (J)

(J1) Using Only the Most Recent Paper
In this experiment (J1), we first verify recommendation accuracy
using a user profile constructed by the single (thus the most recent)
paper that a junior researcher has published, as shown in Figure
2. In this experiment, the user profile is defined by Equation (5).
Note that, in this case, the single paper has no citing papers although it does possess reference papers, as shown in Figure 2. We
can thus compare recommendation accuracy obtained by using the
user profile constructed only by using the paper alone (Most recent
paper, MP) versus a profile created from the paper and its reference papers (MP+R). Table 2 shows the recommendation accuracy
evaluated with NDCG@5, 10 and MRR.
According to these results, recommendation accuracy obtained
by user profile with references (MP+R) outperforms the accuracy
obtained by most recent paper alone (MP), in most cases. In particular, the higher accuracy is obtained when we use the “SIM”
weighting scheme. This is because “SIM” gives fine-grained score,
but the other schemes do not. In this case, we achieve NDCG@5 of
0.457, NDCG@10 of 0.422, and MRR of 0.568. Four of 15 junior
researchers achieved the recommendation accuracy, MRR of 1.0.
This results show that we can recommend papers ranked at the top
even if we construct user profile using only the most recent paper.
As the “SIM” weighting scheme performs well, we employ “SIM”
to weight citation and reference papers in the candidate papers to
recommend, and reference papers in the most recent paper in user
profile, for all of our subsequent experiments.
(J2) Using the Most Recent Paper with Pruning Its Reference
Papers
In the previous experiment (J1), we used all of reference papers in
the most recent paper to construct user profile, and all of citation
and reference papers to construct feature vector for the candidate
papers to recommend. However, some of the reference papers are,
in fact, not closely related to the contents of the target paper, and
may not be effective in characterizing the target paper. As such,
we explore the pruning of references and citation papers that have
low similarity to each target paper (both in the construction of the
user profile and in candidate papers to recommend) by defining the
threshold T hj . In our preliminary study, we found that the cosine
similarity between a target paper and its citation or reference papers reaches a maximum of 0.7. Therefore, we vary T hj from 0
to 0.6. For example, if we set T hj to 0.1, we prune the reference
or citation papers of a target paper that have a similarity less than
0.1 and use the remaining papers to construct user profiles and feature vectors for candidate papers to recommend. After pruning, the
weights described in (W1) to (W3) are used to construct the user
profile defined by Equation (5). Figure 4 (a), (b) and (c) show the
recommendation accuracy evaluated with NDCG@5, 10 and MRR,
respectively. To facilitate direct comparison with the previous experiment, we show the best results obtained from (J1) as point (a0J1), (b0-J1) and (c0-J1) in (a), (b) and (c), respectively, in Figure
4.
We obtain the best recommendation accuracy (NDCG@5:0.521,
NDCG@10:0.459, MRR:0.624) when we set the threshold of similarity T hj to 0.2, and assign “SIM” after pruning reference papers.
Weighting schemes “LC” and “RPY” continue to underperform.
As described in (J1), “SIM” gives fine-grained score compared with
other schemes, which we believe holds as the explanation in this
experiment as well.
Figure 4 shows concave down curves for all three evaluation metrics, as we vary the similarity threshold. This indicates that pruning
can yield higher accuracy, but that there is a limit on its effectiveness. Overzealous pruning (when we set T hj to greater threshold
than 0.4) results in lower accuracy. We believe that overpruning
results in sparse data, which damages our capability to represent

papers’ content effectively. When we explored the detailed results,
we achieved very low recommendation accuracy for one of the junior researchers, in other words, NDCG@5 of 0.132, NDCG@10
of 0.215 and MRR of 0.200. But after pruning reference papers
with T hj =0.2, the accuracy is dramatically improved, NDCG@5
of 0.868, NDCG@10 of 0.721 and MRR of 1.00.
(J3) Results of Statistical Test
In order to verify whether the results are statistically significant
or not, we perform paired t-tests for recommendation accuracy.
We obtain accuracy by averaging results over each researcher. In
such case, t-test is appropriate for testing the difference between
means [31]. As shown in Table 2, in each evaluation measure,
NDCG@5, 10 and MRR, the differences between recommendation accuracy obtained by user profile constructed using the most
recent paper only (MP) and user profile (MP+R) constructed using
“Weight:SIM” with pruning (T hj =0.2) are statistically significant
(p-value < 0.05).

4.3.2 Senior Researchers (S)
(S1) Using Only the Most Recent Paper
We start the set of experiments for senior researchers in the same
way. We first verify recommendation accuracy using user profile constructed using only the most recent paper. In this experiment, the user profile is defined by Equation (7). Unlike junior
researchers, senior researchers have several published papers in the
past as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, we compare recommendation accuracy obtained by user profile constructed by the most recent paper only (MP), the most recent paper and its citation papers
(MP+C), the most recent paper and its reference papers (MP+R),
and the most recent paper and both citation and reference papers
(MP+C+R). Table 3 shows the recommendation accuracy evaluated
with NDCG@5, 10, and MRR.
According to these results, regarding user profile, the recommendation accuracy obtained by user profile (MP+C+R) outperforms that obtained by user profile (MP), in most cases. In particular, better accuracy is obtained when we use the “SIM” weighting scheme, achieving an NDCG@5:0.421, NDCG@10:0.382, and
MRR:0.739. These results mirror the trend found in the case of junior researchers. However, the overall accuracy is low compared
with the results of junior researchers. We hyphothesize that this
is because senior researchers have more diverse research interests.
Therefore, it is difficult to construct user profile using only most
recent paper. In the following experiments, we employ “SIM” to
weight citation and reference papers in both the candidate papers
and citation and reference papers in the user profile.
(S2) Using the Most Recent Paper with Pruning Its Citation
and Reference Papers
Based on the same reason described in (J2), we introduce references and citation paper pruning based on the threshold of similarity T hms . Similar to the experiments in (J2), we vary the threshold of similarity from 0 to 0.6. After pruning, the weight defined
in (W1) to (W3) is introduced to construct user profile defined by
Equation (6). Figure 5 (a), (b) and (c) show the recommendation
accuracy evaluated with NDCG@5, 10, and MRR, respectively.
For direct comparison, we again show the best performance from
(S1) as point (a0-S1), (b0-S1) and (c0-S1) in (a), (b) and (c), respectively, in Figure 5.
According to these results, we obtain the best recomendation accuracy when we set the similarity threshold T hms to 0.4 and assign
“SIM” after pruning reference and citation papers (NDCG@5:0.478,
NDCG@10:0.422, MRR:0.764). With regard to other weighting
schemes, we observe the same tendency as experiment in (J2).
In other words, “LC” and “RPY” do not bring very good results.
These results also indicate that it is effective in pruning reference
papers to construct user profiles and pruning both citation and reference papers to construct feature vector of the candidate papers
to recommend. In our detailed analysis, we saw that for some researchers, the NDCG@5 obtained by pruning with T hms =0.4, is
improved by more than 0.2 compared with that obtained in (S1).

Table 2: Recommendation accuracy for junior researchers evaluated with NDCG@5, NDCG@10 and MRR [“C”, “R”, and “C+R” denotes citation
papers, reference papers, and both citation and reference papers, respectively]. “*” denotes difference between the results obtained by the most
recent paper only (AP,MP) and [(AP+C+R),(MP+R, Weight:“SIM,” T hj = 0.2)] is significant for p < 0.05.
NDCG@5
ACL Papers
to recommend
(AP)

Weight:“LC”
MP
MP+R
0.382
0.442
0.388
0.429
0.402
0.405
0.418
0.445

The Most recent Paper in user profile (MP)
Weight:“SIM”
MP
MP+R
MP+R (T hj =0.2)
0.382
0.443
0.390
0.435
0.427
0.451
0.435
0.457
0.521∗

Weight:“RPY”
MP
MP+R
0.382
0.431
0.389
0.438
0.404
0.440
0.423
0.452

AP
AP+C
AP+R
AP+C+R

Weight:“LC”
MP
MP+R
0.392
0.401
0.401
0.406
0.403
0.399
0.407
0.403

The Most recent Paper in user profile (MP)
Weight:“SIM”
MP
MP+R
MP+R (T hj =0.2)
0.392
0.406
0.402
0.409
0.408
0.417
0.410
0.422
0.459∗

Weight:“RPY”
MP
MP+R
0.392
0.403
0.394
0.400
0.402
0.408
0.408
0.415

AP
AP+C
AP+R
AP+C+R

Weight:“LC”
MP
MP+R
0.455
0.505
0.450
0.477
0.453
0.494
0.472
0.538

The Most recent Paper in user profile (MP)
Weight:“SIM”
MP
MP+R
MP+R (T hj =0.2)
0.455
0.522
0.452
0.525
0.490
0.524
0.521
0.568
0.624∗

Weight:“RPY”
MP
MP+R
0.455
0.520
0.448
0.489
0.469
0.492
0.515
0.526

AP
AP+C
AP+R
AP+C+R

NDCG@10
ACL Papers
to recommend
(AP)
MRR
ACL Papers
to recommend
(AP)

(S3) Using Past Published Papers
Senior researchers differ from juniors in that they have a solid publication record. Focusing on this point, we have taken their publication history into account when generating recommendations.
We also expect that more recent publications reflect their current
interests more accurately. In this experiment (S3), we assess our
methods for utilizing the past publication history, and introduce the
forgetting factor (“Weight:FF”) defined earlier by Equation (8), to
weight older papers less.
Figure 6 (a), (b), and (c) show the recommendation accuracy
evaluated using NDCG@5, 10, and MRR, respectively. For comparison with our previous experiment, we denote the best results
obtained from (S2) as point (a0-S2), (b0-S2), and (c0-S2) in (a),
(b), and (c), respectively, in Figure 6. According to these results,
we obtain the best results when the difference of published year d,
and the value of γ are set to 3, and 0.2, respectively. In addition,
when the value of γ is small, lower scores are assigned to the terms
in older papers. However, in the case where γ is too large, the term
scores of salient words in recent papers that are shared with older
papers also become lower, causing reduced improvements in recommendation accuracy. Furthermore, when we construct user profile using recently published papers within three years (i.e., d ≤ 3),
recommendation accuracy tends to be improved. On the other hand,
when we construct user profile using older papers (i.e., d ≥ 4), recommendation accuracy is not improved so much. This is based on
the characteristics of forgetting factor. In other words, the larger
the value becomes, the more smaller the forgetting factor becomes
because d is an integer. Thus, most of term scores in a user profile become small, and it results in low recommendation accuracy.
Compared with the best results obtained in (S2), we observed that
NDCG@10 is improved a lot for most senior researchers.
(S4) Results of Statistical Test
In order to verify whether the obtained results are statistically significant or not, we perform paired t-tests for recommendation accuracy obtained by the following user profile in (S2): (i) most recent
paper only, and (ii) Weight:“SIM” (T hms = 0.4, the best accuracy) (underlined in Figure 5 (a), (b), and (c)). In addition, we also
perform paired t-tests for recommendation accuracy obtained by
the following user profile in (S3): (i) Weight:“SIM” (T hms = 0.4,
the best accuracy in (S2)), and (ii) Weight:“FF,” (γ = 0.2, d = 3,
the best accuracy in (S3)) (underlined in Figure 6 (a), (b), and (c)).
As shown in Table 4, in each evaluation measure, NDCG@5, 10,
and MRR, the differences between recommendation accuracy obtained by user profile constructed using the most recent paper only
and user profile constructed using weight “SIM” with pruning

(T hms = 0.4) are statistically significant (p-value < 0.01 in NDCG@5
and MRR, p-value < 0.05 in NDCG@10). In addition, the differences between recommendation accuracy obtained when using a
user profile constructed using weight “SIM” with pruning (T hms =
0.4) and user profile constructed using past papers (Weight:“FF,”
γ = 0.2, d = 3) are also statistically significant (p-value < 0.05).

4.3.3 Comparison of PageRank and Our Approach
In Figures 4 to 6, for both junior researchers and senior researchers,
we also show the results of using PageRank for recommendation
(shown as a single horizontal line). In all cases, the results obtained
by PageRank score give much lower accuracy than that of our proposed approaches. As older papers tend to be cited more often than
newer papers, PageRank scores tend to favor older papers. Even
among papers of the same age, more popular topics are accorded
higher PageRank. Finally, PageRank yields the same generic score
for all researchers, and cannot customize results for a particular researcher. All of these facts contribute to the lower recommendation
accuracy when using PageRank.

4.3.4 Summary of Obtained Results
Our key result is that incorporating the context of a paper, in
the form of references and, when available, citations, results in improved recommendation accuracy. Furthermore, pruning the context by similarity weighting is helpful in filtering noise from the
boosted signal. An important factor that we discovered is that the
pruning is sensitive; the threshold must be appropriately set to balance the benefit of noise filtering against the side effect of data
sparsity. For senior researchers, we show that while the modeling
the most recent paper alone can generate good recommendations,
better accuracy is obtained by using their publication list appropriately. We show that the appropriate weighting of papers of up to
three years from the most recent paper is the most effective. Modeling papers beyond this threshold is more computationally expensive and does not yield better performance.

5. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a generic model towards recommending scholarly papers relevant to a researcher’s interests by capturing their
research interests through their past publications. The key contribution of our model is in its representation of the user profile
as not only past publications but also incorporating its neighboring papers such as citation and reference papers as context. In
our analysis, we have verified the effectiveness of our approach
for two classes of researchers: junior researchers, and senior researchers. We evaluated recommendation accuracy using NDCG
and MRR, and achieve consistent results using both metrics. We

Table 3: Recommendation accuracy for senior researchers evaluated with NDCG@5, NDCG@10, and MRR [“C”, “R”, and “C+R” denotes citation
papers, reference papers, and both citation and reference papers, respectively].
NDCG@5
ACL Papers
to recommned
(AP)

AP
AP + C
AP + R
AP + C+R

MP
0.325
0.332
0.345
0.367

Weight:“LC”
MP+C
MP+R
0.334
0.390
0.341
0.378
0.408
0.353
0.390
0.390

MP+C+R
0.401
0.384
0.410
0.417

The Most recent Paper in user profile (MP)
Weight:“SIM”
MP
MP+C
MP+R
MP+C+R
0.325
0.351
0.406
0.401
0.335
0.383
0.399
0.406
0.374
0.373
0.416
0.418
0.384
0.402
0.419
0.421

MP
0.325
0.334
0.348
0.374

Weight:“RPY”
MP+C
MP+R
0.338
0.395
0.381
0.401
0.393
0.402
0.415
0.413

MP+C+R
0.401
0.404
0.408
0.418

MP
0.305
0.325
0.327
0.343

Weight:“LC”
MP+C
MP+R
0.323
0.351
0.353
0.376
0.362
0.368
0.375
0.372

MP+C+R
0.362
0.369
0.374
0.377

The Most recent Paper in user profile (MP)
Weight:“SIM”
MP
MP+C
MP+R
MP+C+R
0.305
0.346
0.365
0.362
0.335
0.363
0.368
0.367
0.353
0.356
0.367
0.373
0.367
0.372
0.376
0.382

MP
0.305
0.327
0.335
0.353

Weight:“RPY”
MP+C
MP+R
0.318
0.351
0.353
0.348
0.365
0.366
0.377
0.373

MP+C+R
0.362
0.371
0.376
0.379

MP
0.621
0.615
0.618
0.637

Weight:“LC”
MP+C
MP+R
0.657
0.670
0.696
0.688
0.651
0.659
0.709
0.709

The Most recent Paper in user profile (MP)
Weight:“SIM”
MP+C+R
MP
MP+C
MP+R
MP+C+R
0.709
0.621
0.696
0.688
0.709
0.696
0.621
0.696
0.692
0.727
0.696
0.658
0.657
0.648
0.697
0.710
0.689
0.696
0.728
0.739

MP
0.621
0.615
0.637
0.681

Weight:“RPY”
MP+C
MP+R
0.696
0.688
0.696
0.656
0.657
0.661
0.688
0.696

MP+C+R
0.709
0.696
0.657
0.709

NDCG@10
ACL Papers
to recommned
(AP)

AP
AP + C
AP + R
AP + C+R

MRR
ACL Papers
to recommned
(AP)

AP
AP + C
AP + R
AP + C+R

Table 4: Results of paired t-test for senior researchers (“¿” and “<” denote significance levels of p < 0.01 and p < 0.05, respectively).
NDCG@5
NDCG@10
MRR

(AP, MP) ¿ (AP+C+R, MP+C+R [Weight:“SIM,” T hms =0.4]) < (AP+C+R, MP+C+R [Weight:“SIM,” T hms =0.4, γ = 0.2, d = 3])
(AP, MP) < (AP+C+R, MP+C+R [Weight:“SIM,” T hms =0.4]) < (AP+C+R, MP+C+R [Weight:“SIM,” T hms =0.4, γ = 0.2, d = 3])
(AP, MP) ¿ (AP+C+R, MP+C+R [Weight:“SIM,” T hms =0.4]) < (AP+C+R, MP+C+R [Weight:“SIM,” T hms =0.4, γ = 0.2, d = 3])

observe higher recommendation accuracy when our model prunes
neighboring papers with low similarity, effectively enhancing the
signal of the original topic of the paper.
Torres et al. [36] pointed out the importance of recommendations in the digital libraries based on the experience level of the
individual target researcher. Our work is an implemented contentbased solution that addresses this challenge. In future work, we
plan to compare other approaches to user profile construction reviewed in Section 2.3. In addition, for senior researchers, we plan
to develop methods for helping recommend interdisciplinary papers that could encourage a push to new frontiers. For junior researchers, we plan to develop methods for recommending papers
that are easier to understand to quickly acquire knowledge about
their intended research.
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Figure 5: Recommendation accuracy for senior researchers obtained by user profile constructed using the most recent paper
with citation and reference paper pruning [(a) NDCG@5, (b)
NDCG@10, and (c) MRR]. As in Table 4, “**” and “*” denote
the difference between ‘Most recent paper only’ and the best
value of ‘Weight:“SIM” (T hms =0.4)’ is significant for p < 0.01
and p < 0.05, respectively.

Figure 6: Recommendation accuracy for senior researchers
obtained by user profile constructed using past published
papers [(a) NDCG@5, (b) NDCG@10, and (c) MRR].
As in Table 4, “*” denotes difference between the best
value of ‘Weight:“SIM” (T hms =0.4)’ and the best value of
‘Weight:“SIM” (T hms =0.4), ‘Weight:“FF” (γ = 0.2, d = 3)’
is significant for p < 0.05.

